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The mid-range Boeing 707 flew for the first time on December 20, 1957. The aircraft was unique -- and important -- because it could handle a full load of passengers without full fuel tanks at the beginning of a flight. After the Second World War, Boeing had good engineers and good businessmen, and
wanted to regain a position of prominence in the airline industry with the lessons it had learned with the B-47. He did so with the Boeing 367-80, the famous Dash-80 prototype, which flew for the first time on July 15, 1954. The Dash-80 served with distinction as a Boeing test aircraft for many years,
pioneering new engines and flap systems that were adopted by later designs. Advertising Classic Airplane Image Gallery His first major achievement for Boeing was to win a contract for more than 800 KC-135 tankers, which more than covered the commercial bet Boeing had taken, and paved the way for
the production of an airliner. Airlines were impressed with Boeing's 367-80 (as was Boeing competitor Douglas Aircraft) and orders began to flow for the Boeing 707, which had a large body with seats for 143 people. The top speed was fast 600 miles per hour. As advanced as the Boeing 707 is, it has
undergone almost continuous changes, in part due to requests from airline customers for custom instrumentation, interiors, seating arrangements and range requirements, as well as competitive pressure from the Douglas DC-8 airliner. Outwardly almost indistinguishable from the swept wing, the pocket
jet engine arrangement of the Boeing 707, the DC-8 was able to take advantage of the airlines' enormous loyalty to Douglas products. In the end, however, the Boeing company would prevail with a relentless series of new models -- 727, 737, 747 -- each in many variants, to the point that Douglas could no
longer compete, and was eventually forced to merge with McDonnell. With the Boeing 707, Boeing created the right aircraft at the right time, a landmark in aviation history that opened the doors to international travel by masses of ordinary people. It gave the United States an advance in the manufacture of
airliners, which is only now contested. For more information about airplanes, check out: Classic AirplanesHow Airplanes Work Android stretched is flexible arm once again lately when Boeing chose it as the preferred operating system for in-flight entertainment systems on board the upcoming Boeing 787
Dreamliner aircraft line. The technical director of Mark Larson told Australian Business Traveller that the 787s are currently produced and that each aircraft will be equipped with android servers and touch screens. Panasonic manufactures 787 certified billboards, with sizes ranging from 7 inches to 17
inches. The screens will be integrated into the seats and will be available from economy class seats to first-class seats. Larger screens, however, will not be Because you can't reach them, but they have a prototype to make gestures, Larson said. This means that the screen can always be controlled, not
with the input to touch the finger, but with hand gestures. The touch screens built into the seats apparently reflect less ambient light and can be seen from wider angles than most standard screens displays today. Larson also mentioned that the economy seats of each Boeing 787 Dreamliner will be
equipped with power sockets (ideal for charging laptops) and USB ports for connectivity. Both features are very popular among Dreamliner customers, larson said. Boeing's decision to choose Android is a great opportunity for Google and lock apple, Microsoft, and other competitors from the industry's
next major aircraft. Boeing already had more than 800 orders for the Boeing 787 Dreamliner at an average price of $210 million per aircraft. However, airlines could not freely choose the seats and in-flight entertainment systems of their choice. They have benefited from this flexibility of options in previous
Boeing products. With the Boeing 787 Dreamliner, however, buyers can only choose from a limited list of pre-approved suppliers. Boeing has done this to reduce costs by minimizing variations in flight entertainment systems limited only to Panasonic and Thales.This development is such a great
opportunity for Google, but still, it is not yet known whether this decision from Boeing will create value for those who will soon be flying in these Dreamliners.Why will Boeing, who will have the next big thing in the airline industry, take these bold attempts to cut costs by limiting suppliers of in-flight
entertainment systems and choosing relatively cheaper operating system? Image credit: Australian Business Traveller published on 01/06/2020 Photo (c) nycshooter - Getty ImagesWe are only a few days into the new year, but Boeing already wishes 2020 would disappear. While the aircraft manufacturer
thought he was finally out of the woods with all the problems he encountered with his 737 Max, new problems with the jet were raised. Before the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) allowed Boeing to put the Max back in the air, it asked the company to conduct a tooth and comb audit to ensure it had
sufficiently exceeded the finer details of how long it could take a pilot behind the wheel of a Max to respond to emergencies, according to a senior engineer at Boeing and others familiar with the situation. Discovered in the Boeing inspection was a possible problem with the wiring that helps control the tail
of the aircraft - one that could cause a short circuit and lead to an accident if the pilots do not respond to the problem properly and on time. The determining factor here is whether the scenario is likely and, if so, what Boeing would have to do to prevent it from happening in real life. If all he has to do is
separate the Boeing says it's a relatively easy task, and it seemed willing to do it on all the hundreds of 737 Max already built. Boeing can't afford to be wrong... Again, Since 346 humans died in the accidents 737 Max, Boeing bled the money abundantly - to the tune of billions per day. Any other detour
would certainly add more financial misery, not to mention the loss of consumer confidence and raised eyebrows at the FAA. There are human elements, Peter Morris, chief economist at aviation consultancy Ascend/FlightGlobal, told the BBC. Pilots and crew have a much deeper understanding of the deep
technical problems and will naturally be vehement about the absolute integrity of the revised hardware, software and procedures. In light of the evidence to date, they are likely to be highly critical and require great assurance and explanation. While many passengers probably do not recognize their type of
aircraft, events like this inevitably make people talk. Any other incident, even if slightly related to these issues, would be quite disastrous for public opinion and really shake confidence in aviation safety. Published on 09/09/2020 Sarah D. Young Reporter and Photo Editor (c) RyanFletcher - Getty
ImagesBoeing said Tuesday that a trio of production defects discovered over the past year could delay deliveries of its 787 Dreamliner, the company's plane has been developing as an alternative to its struggling 737 MAX. The last fault, discovered in February and revealed on Tuesday, concerns the
horizontal stabilizer of the 787 (also known as the tail). Boeing said that during the manufacturing process, some of the parts were tightened with more force than specified, which could result in an improper discrepancy check and shimming, Reuters reported. The issue could make it necessary for officials
to inspect about 900 of the jets, a source familiar with the case told Reuters.The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) said Tuesday that it is investigating manufacturing defects affecting some Boeing 787 airliners. The agency continues to engage with Boeing. Boeing has attempted to revive operations
and regain public support following two fatal accidents that led to the grounding of the carrier's 737 MAX worldwide. The company has begun to lay its 787 Dreamliner as its main cash cow in the wake of accidents, as consumers will likely be hesitant to board Boeing 737 MAX jet aircraft for some time.
The FAA said on Monday that it was also investigating two other issues some of the carrier's 787 Dreamliner, in addition to the tail fault. FAA officials said it is too early to say whether these defects will warrant further inspections. Photo (c) mtcurado - Getty ImagesNo earlier Boeing had conceded that
there were imperfections in its safety audit of the 737 MAX, as the company is facing another problem related to 737 - hair line hair Boeing 737NG aircraft. As ConsumerAffairs reported in early October, Boeing's latest round of headaches began with Brazilian carrier Gol Transportes Aéreos on the ground
all 11 of its 737NG aircraft. Stateside, Southwest Airlines said it grounded two of the planes, noting that it found no problems in the vast majority of the planes. Now there is news that the Australian carrier Qantas has discovered the same cracks in three of the 33 aircraft it has inspected. These aircraft
were immediately removed from service and sent for repairs. We would never fly an aircraft that wasn't safe, said Andrew David, CEO of Qantas Domestic. Even when these cracks are present, they do not pose an immediate risk, which is clear from the fact that the audits were not required for at least
seven months. Not everyone agreesThe Australian Licensed Aircraft Engineers Association (ALAEA) opposed David's position. She urged Qantas to ground its entire fleet of 737s until the controls are complete. These aircraft should be kept safe on the ground until urgent inspections are completed,
ALAEA's Steve Purvinas said in a statement. Purvinas main reason behind his call for a total grounding began with Boeing's original thought that cracks were occurring on planes with more than 35,000 landings. However, in the Qantas situation, the cracks were found on aircraft with less than 27,000
landings -- a sufficiently serious distinction that Purvinas says warrants system-wide grounding. However, David de Qantas thinks Purvinas is off-base. Unfortunately, a union of engineers made irresponsible comments yesterday, which completely distorted the facts. These comments were particularly
disappointing given the fantastic work our engineers have done to inspect these aircraft well ahead of schedule, and the priority they place on safety every day of the week, said David. What does Boeing have to say? In comments to CBSNews, a Boeing spokesperson said the company regrets the impact
of the problem on its customers and works around the clock to resolve the issue. Boeing actively works with customers who have aircraft in their fleets with inspection results to develop a repair plan, and to provide parts and technical support if necessary. Are you booked on a 737NG? The NG of Boeing's
name 737NG means Next Generation, and as of May 31, 2019, more than 7,000 of this model's aircraft have been delivered to airlines around the world. The 737NG users are Qantas, Gol Transportes Aéreos, American Airlines, Southwest Airlines, Ryan Air and United Airlines. If a traveller is concerned
about whether he or she is on board any of the potentially affected aircraft, they can still go to FlightAware, type in the flight number and the type of aircraft will be listed under Information. The airline's support service can also provide relevant information. Information.
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